Varsity Swimmers
Top Coast Guard
By 53-34 Count

Winning their fourth of six meets, the MIT swimmers drowned their Coast Guard Academy opponents in the 100-yard freestyle tonight, winning by a 33-40 count

SUN., FEB. 17. SYMPHONY HALL, BOSTON.
Swelling crowds (2900) were enthralled and delighted with the excellent performance of the swell choruses, led by the noted chorus master, Mr. John Smith. The concert lasted for two hours and was followed by a reception at the Hotel Continental.”

SAE and AEPi Smash To Tie League

SAE and AEPi highlighted intramural hockey last week with snatching wins over their opponents to move into a three-way tie with Phi Gamma for league six standings.

Tonight MIT appears in its last target for the final tallies. That wilted the opposition. Steve Dorsey, who kicked in two markers to lead the charge to a 4-1 score. Marty Green, who chipped in a score to complete the rout.

Meanwhile, the seconds, knowing that his wrinkle-free and enviable neat collar was a dead giveaway, tried desperately to slip some wrinkle into it. He stamped it on with bedsock boots. He stepped away at it with a club. But not a wrinkle. No later, as he desisted down Main Street, his shirt was noticed, admiringly, by a detective and he was arrested look-splitt-splitt. Good work, caper!

By now you will have guessed that the miscreant was a Van Heusen Century Shirt. But of course it’s the only shirt in the world with the soft collar that won’t wrinkle ever. It never needs starch, so it’s always comfortable. The Van Heusen Century also lasts up to twice as long as ordinary shirts, yet costs no more. $4.00. Phillips-Jones Corp., 417 Fifth Ave., New York 16, N.Y.

How Was the Crook Took?

Captain Harry Dune and Bob Jantzen were both elected at 24.8 in the 10 free, a tenth of a second behind the winner, Kaufman of Coast Guard. Turning in their best times of the season, Duns and Jantzen have high hopes for the future.

MIT grabbed second and third in the 100 free, with Will Trecek to lead the charge that walloped the opposition. Steve Dorsey and Arnold Odlaker found the target for the final tally.

Bally Earl points out that MIT swimmers drowned their Coast Guard Academy opponents by a 33-40 count. The concert lasted for two hours and was followed by a reception at the Hotel Continental.”

Boardmen Run In
Invitational Meet;
Race Drags 15,000

During the Millrose Invitational meet at Madison Square Garden, MIT battled against experienced rivals in running mile relay. This year MIT stepped up their game and competed against such outstanding board quartets as Columbia and Fordham. The Tech tenors finished closely behind Brown while Fordham and Boston University tied for the first place trophy. Regardless of the loss, the MIT team showed fine spirit and gained considerable experience in running before the 15,000 fans crowding the New York amphitheater.

Last Wednesday in the NEASU meet at Trinity, the sophomore sweeper Bob Wilkerson led MIT to the semi-finals in the 1500 meter dash only to be edged out in the finals. Bob McCune, who was second in the 500 meter run, was race wide; the excused AAI rules, gained points for MIT by finishing in a tight fourth in the 100 yard run.

The boardmen fare a tough contest against Northeastern this coming weekend.
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Live Modern!
Pick the Pack that Suits You Best!

How Was the Crook Took?

Pick the Pack that Suits You Best!

L&M
Filters
Full Flavor
Always Smoke Modern L&M and always get full exciting flavor...

PLUS THE PURE WHITE MIRACLE TIP

With L&M... and only L&M... can you pick the pack that suits you best. And only L&M gives you the flavor... the full, exciting flavor that makes L&M... AMERICA’S FASTEST GROWING CIGARETTE